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Connections

◎ Reading
◎ Metacognition
◎ Information Literacy

What connections do you see? 



Reading

Foundational to the Frames



““Given how foundational reading is to 
information literacy, librarians should seriously 

consider joining teaching faculty in taking 
responsibility for teaching reading 

comprehension through specific strategies 
based on constructivist pedagogies.” 

--Broussard. Reading, Research and Writing



Metacognition

A threshold concept in the Frames



“
“Metacognition is an awareness 
and understanding of one’s own 
thought processes. It focuses on 

how people learn and process 
information; taking into 

consideration people’s awareness 
of how they learn.” .



Reflection
What do you think 
happened?
Can you list?
How do you know?
How can you explain?
What would happen if?

Kolencik and Hillwig: language of thinking

Metacognition
What evidence do you have 
to support your view?
How would you prioritize?
How would you distinguish 
between . . . ?
How would you justify?
What do you recommend as 
the solution to the issue?



“awareness of my own thinking --seeing my 
own thinking as I read.
The Metacognitive Conversation could be 
interaction with self, the class, the instructor 
discussing...

• What am I doing?
• Where did I do it?
• How did it impact my understanding? ” 

Reading Apprenticeship: Metacognitive 
conversation



RA metacognitive prompting questions

I had an insight 
I felt confused when
I made a connection
I started to think 
about
I got stuck when 
I wondered 
I was distracted by 
I stopped because 

The time went quickly 
because 
A word or some 
words I did not know 
I lost track of 
everything except 
I figured out that 
I first thought that 
but then realized that 
I finally understood 



Strategies for reading or metacognition

◎ 50-minute instruction session
◎ Reference interview

What strategies or techniques do 
you employ? 



Suggested Databases

Occasionally used at Research Help Desks at 
PCC, to make notes, circle links,  and draw 
concept maps while working with students

Usually we sign our names so students have 
a contact person for follow up (or to show 
other librarians what ground has already been 
covered)



Changes

◎ Instructional planning and 
design

◎ Course design

What changes have you made in 
how you teach? 



Collaboration

How do you collaborate with 
content instructors or disciplines?
Other collaboration opportunities?



Shared Ideas: 

Metacognition means:
Asking yourself, why did i do what I did?
Look at resource more closely, look for evidence
Examine bias
Saying your thinking out loud-- but can that reveal the personal too much?
Requires maintaining both an inside, and outside stance at the same time
It is necessary to slow down, to note all of the steps in the process, in order to model

Reading, Metacognition, Info Lit
“Perpetual motion machine” of the three parts interacting (thanks to Mark Peterson!)



Shared Ideas: 

50 minute sessions:
Use tertiary sources to use to inform a question, find search terms (encyclopedia for 
background)-- as a lens for a topic, in a process of finding questions

Class has topics: pairs interview each other.  What is topic? Why interested? What do you know 
about this already? Can be useful to generate keywords.  5-10 min, to articulate, leads to further 
thinking or source. This activity emphasizes that in college we learn from each other

Have students report on each others’ topics after a think/pair/share

Structured questions handout for Ted Talk: did they show evidence? Did they convince you, and 
why? What would you ask this author? One talkaway to share with someone else (random 
person, person on the bus).

Ref Desk:
Move from super specific, to related ideas, or more broad ideas-- then can model topic 
development process  -- that there are kinds of research styles

 



Change in Teaching:

How best to balance taking notes for the student, v. having them do the 
physical act of writing things down?

Using questions to help students think, solve own questions, remember or find 
answers.  If afraid of making mistake, gain confidence in their own knowledge

Move from task oriented (tools-based) , to concept based. Why are you using, 
v. this is what you should use.  Tranferable skill sets, such as various ways to 
find answers; ask, why peer review? not which database, or what to click on….
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